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We present a method of proving the asymptotic completeness of wave operators
associated with the scattering of a quantum particle in a field of classical particles
with long-range interactions, based on some propagation estimates of the type
recently developed in the theory of N-body systems. The approach allows us to
treat a class of dispersive systems where the free Hamiltonian has the form
 .  .H s p D , covering, for example, the case of the relativistic Hamiltonian p j s0
 2 < < 2 .1r2c q j . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is motivated by the spectral and scattering theory of many-
 .body quantum Hamiltonians H s H q V x and their recent develop-0
 .ments. In the classical case H s p D with p being a positive quadratic0
w x w x  wform, we refer to Sigal and Soffer 14, 15 and Derezinski 5 cf. also 1, 6,
x.10, 19 . In the case of a more general kinetic energy, satisfactory results
 w x.are known only in the two-body case cf. 1]3, 7, 12, 13, 20 and in the
 w x.N-body case with N G 3 many questions remain open cf. 1, 4, 8 .
w xFollowing Gerard 8 , we use the name ``dispersive systems'' and note theÂ
 .  2 < < 2 .1r2particular importance of the relativistic model with p j s m q j .
Our aim is to study a simplified version of many-body problem called the
charge transfer model. It originates from a description of motions of a
 . light particle e.g., an electron in collisions with some heavy particles e.g.,
.some ions . It is assumed that only the light particle follows the quantum-
mechanical laws, while the heavy particles follow some classical trajecto-
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 . dries R 2 t ¬ x t g R and are called classical particles. If V denotesk k
the quantum interaction potential between the quantum particle and the
classical particle number k, then the total quantum time-dependent inter-
 .action V t is the operator of multiplication by
V t , x s V x y x t , 1.1 .  .  . . k k
1FkFN
 .and the total time-dependent Hamiltonian H t is a self-adjoint operator
2 d.in L R :
H t s H q V t , x . 1.1 9 .  .  .0
w xThis paper is a continuation of 21, 22 where we considered short-range
interactions only. In the case H s yD the existence and asymptotic0
completeness of the associated wave operators for two classical particles
w xwith linear trajectories x have been studied in 11, 17 in the situation ofk
w xshort-range interactions and in 16, 18 in the situation of long-range
interactions. The case of an arbitrary number of classical particles for a
w xlarge class of classical trajectories has been studied in 9 in the situation of
w xshort-range interactions and in 18 in the situation of long-range interac-
tions.
Further on x and x denote the first and second time derivative of xÇ Èk k k
and we assume that the motion of classical particles is asymptotically free,
that is, there exist
v s lim x t , 1 F k F N , 1.2 .  .Çkk
tª`
with v / v for j / k and we are interested in the large time behaviour ofj k
  .4 2 d.the associated family U t, s of unitary operators in L R satisfyingt G s
d
i U t , s w s H t U t , s w , U s, s w s w . 1.3 .  .  .  .  .
dt
The first question concerns the existence of the associated wave operators
given by
ÄV s s s-lim U t , s * exp yiS t , D , 1.4 .  .  .  . .0 0
tª`
ÄV s s s-lim U t , s * exp yix t ? D exp yitH y iS t E H , .  .  .  .  . .  .k k k k p k
tª`
1 F k F N , 1.4 9 .
 .  .where H s H y v ? D q V x , E H denotes the orthogonal projec-k 0 k p kk
 .tion on the linear subspace H H generated by all eigenvectors of H ,p k k
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w  .xand S will be described below cf. 1.11 . Assume the existence ofk
Ä  .4V s . Then we say that the asymptotic completeness holds if thek 0 F k F N
2 d.ranges of the wave operators form a direct decomposition of L R ,
that is,
2 d ÄL R s Ran V s . 1.5 .  .  .[ k
0FkFN
2 d.If the asymptotic completeness holds, then every w g L R may be
Ä  .written as w s w q w q ??? qw with w s V s c , and denoting by0 1 N k k k
 4  .c the coefficients of E H c in the orthonormal basisk , n ns1, 2, . . . p k k
 4  4c of eigenvectors of H associated with eigenvalues l ,k , n ns1, . . . k k , n ns1, . . .
5  . 5we can see that, for every « ) 0, lim sup U t, s w y c F « holdst ª` t
with
c x s exp yiS t , D c x .  .  . .t 0 0
q c exp yi t l y iS t c x y x t . .  .  . .  . k , n k , n k k , n k
 .1FkFN , 1FnFn «
I. Hypotheses Concerning the Free Hamiltonian H0
 . w  .xLet H s p D where D s yi ­ x , . . . , yi ­ x be the self-adjoint0 1 d
2 d.  . m d. woperator in L R with the domain D H s H R the Sobolev space0
2 d.xof degree m on L R and
 . w m d.xa p is a symbol of degree m G 1 which will be denoted p g S R ,
that is,
my < a <d a . d :; a g N ' C ) 0, p j F C j for every j g R , .a a
1.6a .
 :  < < 2 .1r2where j s 1 q j .
 .b p is elliptic of degree m, that is,
 :m < <' C , c ) 0, p j G c j for j G C . 1.6b .  .0 0 0 0
 .  . If m s 1 we assume moreover that p j s p j y v ? j is elliptic ofk k
.degree 1 .
 .c p satisfies a microhyperbolic-type hypothesis of the form
 :m < <' C , c ) 0, j ? =p j G c j for j G C , 1.6c .  .0 0 0 0
 .   .  ..   .  ..where =p j s = p j , . . . , = p j s ­ p j , . . . , ­ p j .1 d j j1 d
 .d p is strictly convex.
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II. Hypotheses Concerning Quantum Interactions
We assume that V is H -compact, there is a decompositionk 0
V s V s q V l , 1.7a .k k k
’there exist m, m9 g R satisfying 3 y 1 - m F 1 - mm9, and
ymy < a <a l d :­ V x F C x for a g N , 1.7b .  .x k a
ym 9s < < < <V x F C x for x G C , 1.7c .  .k 0
s < < < <=V x F F x for x G C , 1.7d .  .  .k 0
w w 1w w .where F is decreasing and integrable on 1; ` , that is, F g L 1; ` , dt .
III. Hypotheses Concerning the Classical Trajectories
We assume that
 .a There exist constants C, « ) 0 such that0
y1y« 0x t F Ct for every t G 1. 1.8a .  .Èk
 .We note that this hypothesis implies the existence of the limits 1.2
defining v .k
 .b We assume moreover that v / v for k / k9 and there exists ak k 9
w w 1w w .decreasing and integrable function on 1; ` , F g L 1; ` , dt such that
x t y v F F t for every t G 1. 1.8b .  .  .Çk k
IV. Hypotheses Concerning the Total E¨olution
 .We say that the time-dependent Hamiltonian H t is H -admissible if0
  .4 2 d.there exists a family U t, s of unitary operators in L R satisfyingt G s
 .1.3 and such that
w 2 d 2 dt ¬ U t , s w is continuous s ; ` ªL R if w g L R , .  .  ..
1.9a .
wt ¬ U t , s w is continuous s ; ` ªD H if w g D H , .  .  .. 0 0
1.9b .
t ¬ U t , s w is continuously differentiable s ; ` ªL2 R d .  .  .
if w g D H , 1.9c .  .0
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5where D H is equipped with the graph norm w s w q H w .DH .0 00
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 .  .Further on we assume that H t given by 1.1 is H -admissible. We0
denote
V s t , x s V s x y x t , V l t , x s V l x y x t , .  .  .  . .  . k k k k
1FkFN 1FkFN
1.10 .
t lS t , j s tp j q ds V s, sj , .  .  .H0
1
1.11 .
t lS t s dt V x t y x t for 1 F k F N. .  .  . .Hk k 9 k k 9
1 k 9/k
The aim of this paper is to prove
 .  .THEOREM 1. Assume that H t is gi¨ en by 1.1 and the hypotheses
 .  .  .1.6 ] 1.9 hold. Then the limits 1.4 exist and the associated system of wa¨e
Ä  .4operators V s is asymptotically complete.k 0 F k F N
2. SCHEME OF THE PROOF
 .  .Further on we consider only s s 1 and denote U t, 1 s U t . First we
shall prove
` d.THEOREM 2.1. If J g C R , then the following limits exist:0
x
V H ; J s s-lim U t *J U t , 2.1 .  .  .  . /ttª`
xÄV H ; J s s-lim exp iS t , D J exp yiS t , D .  .  . .  .0 0 0 /ttª`
s J =p D , 2.1 9 .  . .
x
V H ; J s s-lim exp itH J exp yitH . 2.1 0 .  .  .  .k k k /ttª`
d   ..If Z is a compact set of R , then we define E V H as the orthogo-Z
nal projection with
Ran E V H s Ran V H , J : J g C` R d , .  .  . . FZ 0
4J G 0, J s 1 in a neighbourhood of Z . 2.2 .
 .  .Instead of H ? we may use H or ­ S ?, D and similarly as above wek t 0
  ..    ...define E V H and E V ­ S ?, D . The proof of the existence ofZ k Z t 0
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ÄV is based on0
` d .THEOREM 2.2. If J s 1 y J with J g C R such that J s 1 is a neigh-0
 4bourhood of S s v , . . . , v , then the following limits exist:1 N
x
ÄV H , H ; J s s-lim U t *J exp yiS t , D , 2.3 .  .  . . .0 0 /ttª`
x
ÄV H , H ; J s s-lim exp iS t , D J U t . 2.3 9 .  .  . . .0 0  /ttª`
More precisely, following the reasoning of the proof of Corollary 2.3b of
w x21 , it is easy to see that Theorem 2.2 implies
    ....HCOROLLARY 2.3. For e¨ery w g Ran E V ­ S ?, D the limitS t 0
ÄV H , H w s lim U t * exp yiS t , D w 2.4 .  .  .  . .0 0
tª`
 .exists and 2.4 defines the isometric bijection
H HÄV H , H : Ran E V ­ S ?, D ª Ran E V H . 2.4 9 .  .  .  . . .  . . .0 S t 0 S
Ã  .   . .  .We define U t s exp ix t ? D U t and note thatk k
d Ã Ã Ãi U t w s H t U t w , .  .  .k k kdt
Ãwith H t s H y x t ? D q V t , x q x t . 2.5 .  .  .  . .Çk 0 k k
’  .If m ) 0, then m ) 3 y 1 m m 1 q mr2 ) 1. Further on we denote
Ã Ã  .4H s H t and fix r g R such thatk k t G1
’3 y 1 - r - m , r 1 q mr2 ) 1, rm9 ) 1. 2.6 .  .
ÄThen the proof of the existence of V for 1 F k F N is based onk
` .THEOREM 2.4. If J g C R , then the following limits exist:0
< <1r rxÃ Ã ÃV H ; J s s-lim U t *J U t , 2.7 .  .  . .r k k k /ttª`
< <1r rx
V H : J s s-lim exp itH J exp yitH , 2.7 9 .  .  .  .r k k k /ttª`
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< <1r rxÄ Ã ÃV H , H ; J s s-lim U t *J exp yitH y iS t , 2.8 .  .  . . .r k k k k k /ttª`
< <1r rxÄ Ã ÃV H , H ; J s s-lim exp itH q iS t J U t . 2.8 9 .  .  . . .r k k k k k /ttª`
w xFollowing the reasoning analogical to the proof of Corollary 2.3b of 21 ,
we obtain
` .COROLLARY 2.5. For s ) 0 let J g C R be such that J s 1 ons s
x x w w Xy`; s , J s 0 on 2 s; ` and the deri¨ ati¨ e J F 0. Defines s
Ã ÃH H s closure of Ran V H ; J , 2.9 . .  .Dr k r k s
s)0
H H s closure of Ran V H ; J . 2.9 9 .  .  .Dr k r k s
s)0
Then we ha¨e an isometric bijection
Ä Ã ÃV H , H : H H ª H H , 2.10 .  . .  .k k r k r k
well defined by the formula
Ä Ã ÃV H , H w s lim U t * exp yitH y iS t w , 2.10 9 .  .  . . .k k k k k
tª`
 .  .where the limit 2.10 9 exists for e¨ery w g H H .r k
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it remains to use
THEOREM 2.6. We ha¨e
Ã ÃH H s Ran E V H s Ran E V H , 2.11 .  . . .  . /r k 04 k  v 4k
H H s Ran E V H s H H . 2.11 9 .  .  .  . .r k 04 k p k
Indeed, denoting
H s Ran E V H for k s 1, . . . , N , . .k  v 4k
2.12 .
HH s H [ H [ ??? [ H , .0 1 2 N
 .    ...   ..due to 2.1 9 we have E V ­ S ?, D s | =p D . HenceZ t 0 Z
   ...E V ­ S ?, D s 0 and Corollary 2.3 gives the isometric bijectionS t 0
Ä 2 dV H , H : L R ª H 2.13 .  .  .0 0
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 .  .and due to 2.11 and 2.11 9, Corollary 2.5 gives the isometric bijection
Ä ÃV H , H : H H ª H for 1 F k F N , 2.14 .  . .k k p k k
Ä Ä 4that is, the wave operators V exist and Ran V s H for 0 Fk 0 F k F N k k
k F N.
Consequently, to obtain Theorem 1, it suffices to prove Theorems 2.1,
2.2, 2.4, and 2.6.
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2
w x  .As in 21, 22 , G H denotes the set of operator-valued functions
 .t ª M t satisfying
wt ª M t w , c is continuous 1; ` ª C for every w , c g D H , .  . . . 0
3.1a .
T
' C ) 0, dt Re M t U t w , U t w .  .  . .H
1
5 5 2F C w for every w g D H and T G 1. 3.1b .  .0
 .   ..  .Sometimes we write M t g G H t instead of M g G H and we recall
 w x.cf. 21 that for every weakly differentiable and bounded function t ª
 .  2 d..  . w  .  .xM t g B L R the Heisenberg derivative D M t s iH t , M t qH  t .
 .   ..M9 t g G H t . Then Theorem 2.1 follows from
 . ` d.THEOREM 3.1 Propagation Estimate . For h, J g C R , j s0 0
1, . . . , d, k s 0, . . . , N, set
1 x x xjh , kM t s J h D y = p D h D J , 3.2 .  .  .  .  .j , J 0 j k 0 /  /0 t t t t
 .  .  .  .where we denote p j s p j y v ? j for k s 1, . . . , N and p j s p j .k 0k
h, k Ã ` .   .  4.Then for k s 1, . . . , N we ha¨e M g G H if J g C B 0, r _ 0j, J k 0 0 00
< < h, 0  .with r - min v y v . Moreo¨er, M g G H if J g0 1F k - k 9F N k , J 0k k 9 0
` d .C R _ S .0
 . 2 d.THEOREM 3.2 Energy Estimate . If w g L R , then
Ãlim sup E H U t w s lim sup E H U t w s 0. .  .  .  .w 0 w 0 kr ; `w r ; `wrª` rª`tG1 tG1
3.3 .
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w x w  .  .xThe reasoning described in 22 is based on estimates V t, x , M t s
  . y1y« . sO F t q t which follow immediately in the case V s V . However,
it allows us to obtain Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 also when V s V s q V l
because introducing
0 0 0J ¨ s J ¨ y v , J s 1 y J 3.4 .  . .r r r rk
1FkFN
 .where J are defined as in Corollary 2.5 with r ) 0 chosen small enough,r
w l .  .x w  .  .xwe always have V t, x , M t s V t, x , M t withr
x
0 lV t , x s J V t , x 3.5 .  .  .r rr2  /t
< a  . < ymy < a <and using ­ V t, x F C t to estimate commutators via expres-x r a
 . w  .  .xsions as in A.8 of the Appendix we get everywhere V t, x , M t sr
 y1y« .  .O t with « ) 0. Then the existence of V H; J follows in the same
Äw xway as described in 22 ; that is, we decompose J s  J with1F k F N k
Ä ` d Ä   4..J g C R _ S _ v , J s const in a neighbourhood of v and settingk 0 kk k
Ä ` .  .  .  .  .  .  .H t s H t s H t , M t s J xrt h H with h g C R ,1 2 k k 0
Ä h , 0 y3r2M t s C M t q Ct , .  .0 j , J0
1FjFd
with J g C` R d _ S , h g C` R d , 3.6 .  . .0 0 0
ÄX   ..   ..  .such that J s 1 on supp J , h such that h p j s h p j h j , we0 k
apply
 .LEMMA 3.3. For k s 1, 2, let U ? be the e¨olution associatedk
 . 2 d.with the H -admissible Hamiltonian H ? in L R and let M g0 k
1x w  2  d ..   ...C 1; ` ; B L R l B D H . Assume that there exists F g0
1 Ä Äw . .L 1; ` ; dt , M, and M such that0
Äi H t M t y M t H t q M9 t s M t q O F t , 3.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .2 1
Ä Ä Ä ÄyM t F M t F M t and M t G 0 for all t G 1, 3.8 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
ÄM g G H l G H . 3.9 .  .  .0 1 2
Then the following limit exists:
V s s-lim U t *M t U t . 3.10 .  .  .  .2 1
tª`
The standard proof of Lemma 3.3 is described, for example, in the
w x  .Appendix of 21 . The proof of the existence of V H ; J is analogical ask
w xin 21 .
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 .  d.To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 we show 2.1 9. Denote by S R
d  lthe Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions on R . Since V y
0 l 0 0 0. .  .  .  .  .   ..V s, s¨ J ¨ s V s, s¨ J J ¨ s 0, we may write S t, j J =p jr r rr2 r 0 r
0 .   ..s S t, j J =p j withr r
1
S t , j s tp j q ds V s, s =p j 3.11 .  .  .  . .Hr r
1
d 0 2 d  .   .. 4  .and note that w g S R : ' r ) 0, w s J =p D w is dense in L R ;r
0 d .   ..  .that is, to prove 2.1 9, it suffices to take w s J =p D w g S R andr
check that
x
J y J =p D exp yiS t , D w .  . .  .0 / /t
x
s J y J =p D exp yiS t , D w ª 0. 3.12 .  .  . .  .r / /t
However, due to the standard Stone]Weierstrass density theorem, it
 .  .  .y1suffices to show 3.12 assuming that J l s l " i , that is,j
x 1 x
J y J =p D s y J x y t = p D J =p D , .  .  . .  . .j j /  /t t t
 d.and it remains to note that for c g S R one has
x y t =p D exp yiS t , D c .  . .  .r
s exp yiS t , D x q = S t , D y t =p D c s O t1ym , 3.13 .  .  .  .  . .  .r j r
because
t 2= S t , j y t =p j F ds = V s, s =p j s= p j .  .  .  . .Hj r x r
1
t my 2 my2ym 1ym :  :F ds Cs j F C9t j . BH
1
We begin the proof of Theorem 2.2 by
0  .  .LEMMA 3.4. Let J , V be as in 3.4 and 3.5 and introducer r
ÄH t s H q V t , x . 3.14 .  .  .r 0 r
Ä Ä .  .If U ? is the e¨olution associated with H ? , then there exist the followingr r
limits:
x
0 0Ä ÄV H , H ; J s s-lim U t *J U t , 3.15 .  .  . /r r r r  /ttª`
x
0 0Ä ÄV H , H ; J s s-lim U t *J U t . 3.15 9 .  .  . /r r r r /ttª`
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0Ä .Proof. To show the existence of V H , H; J , we apply Lemma 3.3r r
0 `Ä .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .with H t s H t , H t s H t , M t s J xrt h H with h g C R ,1 2 r r 0 0
0Ä  .   ..   ..  .M given by 3.6 , J s 1 on supp J , h p j s h p j h j . Clearly,0 0 r
h, 0 Ä .M g G H follows by the analogical reasoning as in the proof ofj, J r0
0 s 0 ym9  .  ..  .  .  .  .Theorem 3.1 and V t, x y V t, x J xrt s V t, x J xrt s O tr r r
with m9 ) 1.
To check that the analogical reasoning gives the existence of
0Ä .V H, H ; J , it remains to justify the energy cut-off, allowing us to use ther r
 .  .  .same reasoning as before with H t , H t s H t interchanged. In fact,1 2
for every s G 0 there is a constant C ) 0 such that, for every w g H s,s, r
t G 1, we have
s sÄ :  :D U t w F C D w , 3.16 .  .r s , r
which implies
ym mÄ Ä :  :E H U t w F E H D D U t w .  .  .  .w 0 r w 0 rr ; `w r ; `w
Cs , r m 6 :F D w 0.
rª`r
 .To justify 3.16 , we assume that it holds for a given s G 0, and integrating
w xwith respect to t on 1; t the estimate
d sq1 sq1Ä Ä Ä Ä :  :U t * D U t w F U t * D D U t w .  .  .  .Ä /r r r H  t . rrdt
sq1 Ä :s V t , x , D U t w .  .r r
sy1ymÄ Ä :F C t D U t w .s , r r
sy1ymÄ  :F C C t D w , 3.17 .s , r s , r
sq1 Ä5 :  . 5we obtain the existence of C such that D U t w Fsq1, r r
sq15 : 5C D w .sq1, r
LEMMA 3.5. There exist the following limits:
Ä Ä ÄV H , H s s-lim U t * exp yiS t , D , 3.18 .  .  . . .r 0 r r
tª`
Ä Ä ÄV H , H s s-lim exp iS t , D U t . 3.18 9 .  .  . . .0 r r r
tª`
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 d.Proof. Choosing w g S R , we have
d ÄU t * exp yiS t , D w .  . .r rdt
Äs U t *i V t , x y V t , t =p D exp yiS t , D w , 3.19 .  .  .  .  . .  . .r r r r
 .  y1ym.and A.11 of the Appendix guarantees the existence of B s O tt
such that
y1ym :my 2V t , x y V t , t =p D s B ? x y t =p D q O t D . .  .  . .  .  .r r t
3.20 .
 .  .  .Then 3.13 with 3.20 allows us to estimate the norm of 3.19 by
 y1ym 1ym y1ym. 1w w .  .C t t q t belonging to L 1; ` ; dt noting that m ) 1r2
and the standard idea of checking the Cauchy condition via integrating cf.,
w x.e.g., the proof of Lemma 3.3 given in the Appendix of 21 completes the
Ä Ä .proof of the existence of V H , H .r 0
Ä Ä d .  .The proof of the existence of V H , H is analogical: For w g S R0 r
we write
d Äexp iS t , D U t w .  . .r rdt
Äs yexp iS t , D i V t , x y V t , t =p D U t w , 3.21 .  .  .  .  . . .  .r r r r
 .using 3.20 and the following estimate:
Ä 1ymx y t =p D U t w s O t , 3.22 .  .  .  . . r
 .  .instead of 3.13 . It remains to note that 3.22 follows by integrating with
w xrespect to t on 1; t the estimate
d Ä ÄU t * x y t =p D U t w .  .  . .r rdt
Ä ÄF U t * D x y t =p D U t w .  .  . . .Är H t . rr
Äs V t , t =p D U t w .  .  .r r
my 2ym ymÄ :F Ct D U t w s O t 3.23 .  .  .r
w  .xthe last estimate being a consequence of 3.16 .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let J satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2.
0Then we choose r ) 0 small enough to guarantee J s JJ and we noter
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that due to Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 applying the chain rule, it remains to show
the existence of
x
s-lim exp iS t , D J exp yiS t , D .  . .  .0 r /ttª` 3.24 .
x
s-lim exp iS t , D J exp yiS t , D . .  . .  .r 0 /ttª`
However, decomposing
0exp yiS t , D s exp yiS t , D J =p D .  .  . . .  .r 0 r
q exp yiS t , D J 0 =p D 3.25 .  .  . . .r r
 .and using the existence of 2.1 9, it is clear that to complete the proof of
 .the existence of the first limit 3.24 , it suffices to write
x
0J exp yiS t , D J =p D w .  . . .r r /t
x x
0 0s J J =p D y J exp yiS t , D w ª 0 3.26 .  .  . .  .r r r /  / /t t
 .  .due to 3.12 . To get the existence of the second limit 3.24 , it suffices
 .  .  .to note that 3.25 and 3.26 with 2.1 9 still hold if S and S are0 r
interchanged.
w xNote also that following the reasoning described in 22 analogically as
before, we get
 .THEOREM 3.6 Velocity Estimates . Let
0 d ` < 4g g S R , J g C B 0, r _ 0 with r - min N U y U .  . .0 0 0 0 k k 9
1Fk-k 9FN
and
1 x x2 ss  :M t s J g =p D D J . 3.27 .  .  . .g , J 0 0 /  /0 t t t
s Ã .  .with s - 0 sufficiently negati¨ e. Then M g G H j G H if supp J lg , J k k 00
supp g s B.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4
 .Further on r, m, m9 satisfy 2.6 and « always denotes a number « ) 0
` .small enough. We keep the definition of J g C R introduced in Corol-r
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x xlary 2.5 and define J s 1 y J for r ) 0, that is, J s 0 on y`, r , J s 1r r r r
X `Äw w  .on 2 r ; ` , and J G 0. For 0 - s - 1 we introduce J g C R such thatr s
Ä Ä ÄX Äx x w w  .J s 0 on y`; sr2 , J s const on 2rs; ` , and J G 0, 0 F J l F l fors s s s
Ä ` d .  .l G 0 and J l s l for s F l F 1rs. Moreover, we introduce v g C Rs
 . < <1r r < <positive, convex, and such that v x s x for x G 1. Similarly as in
w x21, 22 due to the density argument, we consider Theorem 2.4 only with
` d.J g C R such that J s const in a neighbourhood of 0. Hence0
< <1r rx v x .
' t G 1 ; t G t , J s J Y where Y s 4.1 .  .0 0 t t /t t
w  < <1rr .  .   . .indeed, for t large enough we have J x rt s J 0 s J v x rt if0
< < xt G t and x - 1 . We have0
`x w. ` d.THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 - s - 1r2, J g C 2 s; 1rs and h g C R .0 0 0
Then
1
h Ã< <M t s J Y h D A h D J Y g G H t , 4.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .r , J 0 t t 0 t k0 t
where
ÄA s J Y y W and W s =v x ? =p D q hc. .  .  .t s t k
Remark. In fact, it is possible to replace A by Y y W in the abovet t
w xstatement as described at the end of Section 4 of 19 . However, further on
we shall use A and not Y y W, because of the considerable advantaget t
Äprovided by the cut-off J .s
PROPOSITION 4.2. Theorem 2.4 follows from Theorem 4.1.
0 .Before starting the proof we make some technical remarks. If J g S R
nq1.  . . < <1r r  .and n g N, then J v x rt x rt s O 1 . Hence for every b g
n  d.S R we have
v x .
n.= b x J .  / /t
v x v x =v x .  .  .
ny1n. nq1.  :s =b x J q b x J s O x , .  .  . /  /t t t
< a   . . <  :y< a <allowing us to find by induction ­ J v x rt F C x ; that is,x a
  . . 0 d.J v ? rt is a family of symbols S R bounded with respect to t G 1. If
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< a   . . <moreover J s const is a neighbourhood of 0, then ­ J v x rt Fx
yr < a <  . m d.C t and A.8 of the Appendix with h g S R givesa
1 my 2y2 r :ih D , J Y s J9 Y =v x ? =h D q O t D .  .  .  .  .  .t tt
yr :my 1s O t D . 4.3 . .
1r ry1 d.  .Since = v g S R , every commutator of h D with W allows us toj
 :1r ry2 1y2 r  < < r4gain x or t in the region x G ct with c ) 0, and using the
 .notation of A.4 of the Appendix, we conclude that, for every n G 1,
` d. yn  d.h g C R , b g S R with n G 0, J as before, one has0
adn b x J Y h D s O tyn rqn1y2 r . . 4.4 .  .  .  .  .A tt
0 `  .. 0Let J g C B 0, r satisfy J s 1 in a neighbourhood of 0, r -0 0 0
< <min v y v , and1F k - k 9F N k k 9
x
r 0 lV t , x s J Y J V t , x q x t . 4.5 .  .  .  . .k r t k /t
 .  .  .Since 2.6 implies 1 y r m q 2 - y1, applying 4.4 with n s m, n s 1,
we get
r 1yr  mq2. y1y« ` dA , V t , x h D s O t s O t if h g C R . .  .  .  .  .t k 0
4.6 .
Ä 0 Ä Ä .If J g S R is such that J s const in a neighbourhood of 0 and J s 1
Ä a .  .on supp J, then 1 y J ­ J s 0 and A.8 givesx
Ä ynJ Y h D s J Y h D J Y q O t for every n g N. 4.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .t t t
n  d.For h g S R such that h s 1 on supp h, we get by a similar reasoningÄ Ä
J Y h D s h D J Y h D q O tyn for every n g N. 4.8 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ät t
` Äx w.  .  .  .If J9 g C s; 1rs , then J9 l l s J9J l and 4.3 gives0 s
1 my 2y2 r :D J Y s J9 Y W y Y q O t D .  .  .  .p D . t t tk t
1 my 2y2 r :s y J9 Y A q O t D . 4.9 .  . .t tt
Ã .Proof of Proposition 4.2. As before, the existence of V H ; J willr k
Ã .  .  .  .follow from Lemma 3.3 with H t s H t s H t and M t s1 2 k
 .  . ` d.J Y h H where h g C R .t k 0
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Ä .  .  .Using A.5 with A s H , A s p D , B s J9 Y , we findk k t
J9 Y h H s h p D J9 Y q O ty« .  .  .  .  . .t k k t
s J9 Y h p D q O ty« . 4.10 .  .  .  . .t k
` d. `x w.   ..   ..  .If h g C R , J g C 0; ` satisfy h p j s h p j h j and J s0 0 0 k k 0
 .1 on supp J9, then using 4.9 we find
1
D M t s y J Y h D A J9 Y h p D h D J Y .  .  .  .  .  .  . .p D . 0 t t t k 0 tk t
q hc q O ty1y« , 4.11 .  .
 .  .   ..and applying A.1 with A s A , B s J9 Y h p D , it is easy to see thatt t k
Ä h y1y« .  .  .  .3.7 and 3.8 hold with M t s CM t q Ct due to the commuta-0 r , J0
 .tor estimates 4.4 with n s 0.
 .The proof of the existence of V H ; J is analogical; that is, we user k
 .  .Lemma 3.3 with H t s H t s H and note that Theorem 4.1 still holds1 2 k
Ã Ä Ã .  .  .if G H is replaced by G H . The existence of V H , H ; J ork k r k k
Ä Ã Ã .  .  .  .V H , H ; J follows from Lemma 3.3 with H t s H , H t s H t ,r k k 1 k 2 k
 .or interchanged if we note that due to 2.6 we have r - m and
Ã X y1y«J Y H t y H y S t h H s O t . 4.12 .  .  .  .  .  . .t k k k k
 . s   .  ..  .  ym 9.  y1y« .Indeed, J Y V x q x t y x t h H s O t s O t for k9t k 9 k k 9 k
 . < l   .  .. < y1ym/ k, and it remains to note that J Y =V t x q x t y x t F Ctt k 9 k k 9
< < rfor 0 F t F 1 with x F Ct implies
J Y V l x q x t y x t y V l x t y x t .  .  .  .  . .  . .t k 9 k k 9 k 9 k k 9
s O ty1ymqr . B 4.13 .  .
0  .Proof of Theorem 4.1. Further on J , r are as above 4.5 . Hence one0
 .  . 0 .has J Y s J Y J xrt for t G t . We fix 0 - s - 1r2, J g0 t 0 t 0 0
`x w. ` d.C 2 s; 1rs and h g C R .0 0
0 h , 0 Ã .  .  .LEMMA 4.3. Denote G s h D J xrt . Then yM g G H ift r , J k0
1
Uh , 0M t s J Y G A G J Y . 4.14 .  .  .  .r , J 0 t t t t 0 t0 t
Ä ` Ä Ä Ä . x wProof. Let J, J g C R , J G 0, J G 0, supp J ; 0; ` , J s 1 on supp J,
and J9 s J 2. Set0
U ÄM t s J Y G G J Y q hc .  .  .0 t t t t
x x
0 2 0 Äs J Y J h D J J Y q hc. 4.15 .  .  .  .t t /  /t t
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w   ..   ..  .x   . y1y« .We have i V t, x q x t q v y x t ? D, M t s O F t q tÇk k 0k
 .and 4.9 gives
D M t s Mh , 0 t q M t q O F t q ty1y« 4.16 .  .  .  .  . .ÃH  t . 0 r , J 2k 0
with
x x
0 2 0 ÄM t s 2 J Y J h D D J J Y q hc. .  .  .  .2 t p D . t /  /k /t t
Ã Ã .  .Since yD M g G H , we complete the proof noting that M g G H ,ÃH 0 k 2 kk Ä ` Ä0 0  .  4. < <because taking J g C B 0, r _ 0 such that J s 1 on supp =J , due0 0 0
to Theorem 3.1, we have
h , k y1y« Ã"M t F C M t q Ct g G H t . B 4.17 .  .  .  .0  . Ä2 kj , J
1FjFd
< <  . h h , qCOROLLARY 4.4. Writing l s 2 F l y l, we ha¨e M s 2 M yq r , J r , J0 0
Mh, 0 , wherer, J0
1
Uh , qM t s J Y G F A G J Y 4.18 .  .  .  .  .r , J 0 t t q t t 0 t0 t
h, q Ã .and due to Lemma 4.3 it remains to pro¨e M g G H .r, J k0
w xLet g be a function satisfying 0 F g F 1 on R, g s 1 on 0; 1r2 ,0 0 0
w x  4  .supp g ; 0; 2 , and g smooth on R _ 0 0 is a discontinuity point of g .0 0 0
 . X 2  .We define f g C R by conditions f s g , f 0 s 0, and we note that0 0 0 0
w x  X . .similarly as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 in 21 we have l f q f l G0 0
 .  .cF l with c ) 0. Let g g S R satisfying g G 0, Hg s 1, and itsq 1 1 1
`x w.Fourier transform g g C y1; 1 . Further on b ) 0 is assumed to beÃ1 0
 .  b . bsmall enough, g is defined as the convolution with g l s g t l t ,t tyb 1
` . X 2that is, g s g )g , and f g C R is defined by conditions f s g ,t 0 tyb t t t
 . ` . w w x wf 0 s 0. Let J g C R satisfy supp J ; 2 s; ` , supp J9 ; 2 s; 1rs , J Gt
< < 2J , 2 JJ9 G J , and set0 0
M t s yJ Y GU f A G J Y . 4.19 .  .  .  .  .0 t t t t t t
 .  . .   . y1y« . w  .xHence D M t s M q M q M t q O F t q t cf. 4.6ÃH  t . 0 1 2 3k
with
M t s y2 J Y GU f A G D J Y q hc, 4.20 .  .  .  .  .1 t t t t t p D . tk
M t s y2 J Y GU f A D G J Y q hc, 4.21 .  .  .  .  . .2 t t t t p D . t tk
M t s yJ Y GU D f A G J Y . 4.22 .  .  .  .  . .3 t t p D . t t t tk
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Then we have
Ä .  .LEMMA 4.5. Set f l s l f l . Thent t
1
U y1y«Ä ÄM t s G J Y f A J Y G F M t q Ct . 4.23 .  .  .  .  .  .1 t 0 t t t 0 t t 1t
ÄÄ .  .  .LEMMA 4.6. Set f l s l drdl f l . Thent t
1
U y1y«ÄÄ ÄM t s G J Y f A J Y G F M t q Ct . 4.24 .  .  .  .  .  .3 t 0 t t t 0 t t 3t
Before proving Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we note that they imply Theorem
4.1 by a reasoning similar to that described in the proof of Proposition 5.1
w x w xin 21 . Indeed, first of all it is easy to check that similarly as in 21 we
have
Ä yb r2Ä Äf q f l G cF l y Ct with c ) 0 4.25 .  .  . /t t q
 w x.a detailed proof of this version may be found in 19, Lemma 2.5 . Then,
 .  .  .using 4.25 , and 4.23 , and 4.24 , we get
h , q Ä Ä Ä y1y« y1y«cM t F M t q M t q Ct F M t q M t q Ct .  .  .  .  .r , J 1 3 1 30
y1y« Ãs D M t y M t q O F t q t g G H t , .  .  .  . .  .ÃH  t . 0 2 kk
4.26 .
Ã .  .because 4.17 still holds, implying yM g G H due to Theorem 3.1.2 k
Thus, to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, it remains to prove
Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. It is easy to check that one has
$yn X X : ` 1; n g N, g l F C l , implying f F f F C , .  .  .L R L Rt n t t
4.27 .
where w is the Fourier transform of w. Denoting by f n. the nth derivativeÃ t$
X b bw x  .of f with respect to l and using supp f ; yCt ; Ct with 4.27 , we gett r
$
kq1. b kq1.
1f F C t for k g N. 4.28 . .L Rt k
 .  .Using 4.28 with k s 0 and A.4 , we get
k b k kad B F C t ad B . 4.29 .f  A . k At t t
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X X ÄX .  .  .  .Since 4.27 and 4.28 still hold if f is replaced by l f l , using f l st t t
X .  .l f l q f l , we gett t
$
Y 2 b k 2 b k nÄ 1f F Ct « ad B F C t max ad B 4.29 9 .Ä .L Rt f  A . k At t tkFnF2 k
 . ` .due to A.12 . Let h g C R be such that h s 1 on supp h. Then, settingÄ Ä0
 .  .  .  .B s J Y h D , we find that due to 4.4 the right-hand side of 4.29 isÄ0 t
 k bq1y2 r ..  .  k2 bq1y2 r ..O t and 4.29 9 is O t . Since b is small enough, we
k  y« . k  y« .get ad B s O t and ad B s O t . Clearly, the analogicalÄf  A . f  A .t t t t
 .estimates hold if J is replaced by J. Hence, using 4.9 , we find0
1
U 2Ä ÄM y M t s G f A h D 2 JJ9 y J Y h D G .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä . .1 1 t t t 0 t tt
q hc q O ty1y« . 4.30 .  .
Ä .  .We complete the proof using A.1 with A s f A G 0, B st t
 . 2 . .  .  y« .h D 2 JJ9 y J Y h D G 0, because the commutators are O t ana-Ä Ä0 t
logically as before.
Proof of Lemma 4.6
Step 1. Let h be as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 and check thatÄ
D f A s f X A D A q hc q O ty1y« , 4.31 .  .  .  .t t t t t
where
ef
efD s D with H t s J Y hp D q hc. .  .  . .ÄH  t . k s t kk
< .  . < y1yb r2  w x.Indeed, since drdt f l F Ct cf. Lemma 2.5 of 19 , we mayt
 .  . ef  .  .express D f A by summing A.7 with A s A , B s H t , and A.10 ,t t t k
 .  .with A t s A , in the case n s 2, f s f . Since D f A is symmetric,t t t t
using the adjoint expression as well, we get
X 1 Y w xD f A s f A D A q f A A , D A .  .  .t t t t t t t t t2
q hc q O t 3b l t q ty1yb r2 , 4.32 .  . .
 . 5 3 ef .5 5 2  ef .  .5  . 3 ef .where l t s ad H t q ad H 9 t . Due to 4.4 , ad H t sA k A k A kt t t
 y32 ry1..  .O t and r ) 2r3 « 3 2 r y 1 ) 1. Similarly, calculating
Xef 2 ef y« .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .H 9 t s y 1rt J Y Y h p D q hc « ad t H 9 t s O t .Äk s t t k A kt3b  .  y1y« .  .Thus t l t s O t assuming b ) 0 small enough and we com-
 .  . Yplete the proof of 4.31 noting that A.4 , with k s 1, f s f , B st
w xA , D A , impliest t
Y Yw x w xf A A , D A q hc s f A , A , D A .  .t t t t t t t t
s O t 3b l t s O ty1y« . 4.33 .  .  . .
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Step 2. We check that
1
X XU ÄM t s G J Y f A Y y W J J Y G q hc .  .  .  .  . .4 t t t t t s t tt
F M t q Cty1y« . 4.34 .  .3
 .  .First of all we note that due to 4.7 and 4.8 our effective Hamiltonian
ef  .H t satisfiesk
p D G J Y s H ef t G J Y q O tyn for every n g N. 4.35 .  .  .  .  .  .k t t k t t
Hence
D ef A G J Y s D A G J Y q O tyn .  .  . .  .H  t . t t t p D . t t tk k
1
XÄs y Y y W J A q ip D , W G J Y .  .  .  .t s t k t t /t
qO ty2 r 4.36 .  .
and a simple calculation gives
1r ry3 2 my3 :  :ip D , W s Z q R with RsO x D , .  .k
Z s =p D ? =2v x ? =p D .  .  .k k 4.37 .
s = p D = = v x = p D . .  .  . . . j9 k j9 j j k
1Fj , j9Fd
 .  .  .efThus, replacing D by D s D in 4.20 and using 4.31 , 4.36 , andp D . H  t .k k
 .4.37 , we have
M y M t s GU J Y f X A Z J Y G q hc q O ty1y« , 4.38 .  .  .  .  .  .  .3 4 t t t t t t t
where
Z s h D J Y ZJ Y h D , .  .  .  .Ä Ät s t s t
 .and we have neglected R from 4.37 because r ) 2r3 « 1 y 3r -
1r ry3 1y3r y1y« . :  .  .y1 « J Y x s O t s O t . Since the coefficients ofs t
yn  d.Z belong to S R with n s 2 y 1rr and r ) 2r3 « 1 y 2 r y
 .  .2 2 r y 1 s 3 y 6r - y1, using 4.4 and g instead of f , we gett t
2 2 b 2 y1y«ad Z F C9t ad Z F Ct . 4.39 .g  A . t A tt t t
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 . X 2Since v is convex, we have Z G 0. Hence Z G 0 and 4.39 with f s gt t t
imply
12 2g A Z q hc s g A Z g A q ad Z .  .  .t t t t t t t t g  A . t2 t t
1 2 y1y«G ad Z G yCt . 4.40 .g  A . t2 t t
Ä y1y« .Step 3. To complete the proof, we check that M t y Ct F3
 .  . y1y«M t F M t y Ct , where5 4
1
XU 2ÄÄ ÄM t s G f A J J Y G q hc. 4.41 .  .  .  .5 t t t s t tt
 .Indeed, using A.1 with
X Ä 2 ÄXA s f A G 0, B s h D Y y J Y J J Y h D G 0, .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä .t t t s t s t
we get
1
X XU 2 y1y«Ä ÄM y M t s G f A Y y J Y J J Y G q hc q O t .  .  .  .  .  . .4 5 t t t t s t s t tt
G yCty1y« 4.42 .
ÄÄ .and since we may choose C large enough to guarantee f A q0 t t
yb r2 2 ÄX 2 w x.  .C t G 0 cf. Lemma 2.5 of 19 , using A.1 with J J y J G 0, we0 s 0
get
1
XU yb r2 2 2ÄÄ Ä ÄM y M t s G f A q C t J J y J Y G .  .  . .  . /5 3 t t 0 s 0 t tt
qhc q O ty1y« G yCty1y« . B .
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6
` d.  .  .If J, J g C R are related by J ¨ s J ¨ y v , thenk 0 k k
x t s v t q O t1y« 0 « J xrt s J x y x t rt q O ty« 0 .  .  .  .  . . .k k kk
Ã Ã« V H ; J s V H ; J « V H s V H y v . .  . .  .k k k k k
Hence
ÃE V H s E V H 5.1 .  . . . /Z k Zq v 4k
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d  4for every compact set Z ; R ; that is, taking Z s 0 , we get the second
 .  .equality of 2.11 . To get the second equality of 2.11 9, it suffices to follow
w xthe proof of Theorem 2.4 of 21 . The remaining part of this section is
 .devoted to the proof of the first equality of 2.11 and it is easy to see that
Ãreplacing H by H in the reasoning described below we get the firstk k
 .equality of 2.11 9. We keep the notation J and J introduced before andr r
note that for every s, r ) 0 there is t such that for t G t we have0 0
< <  . r < <  < <1rr .  < <1rr .  < < .x F 2 st « x F rt. Hence J x rt s J x rt J x rt ands s r
Ã Ã Ã Ã .   < <..  .   < <..Ran V H ; J s Ran V H ; J ? V H ; J ; Ran V H ; J ? duer k s k r r k s k r
Ã Ã .   ..to the chain rule, that is, H H ; Ran E V H .r k 04 k
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proof of the
Ã  ..opposite inclusion: We fix 1 F k F N and w g Ran E V H l04 k
Ã H .H H and our aim is to show that w s 0. Then w sr k
Ã Ã 2 d .  < < .  .  .lim U t *J x rt U t c for a certain c g L R . Hencet ª` k rr2 k
< < < < < <x x x
Ã Ã ÃyJ U t w s J U t w y J U t c .  .  .r k r k rr2 k /  /  / /t t t
ª 0 when t ª `. 5.2 .
Ã H Ã Ã .  .  .Since Ran V H , J s Ker V H , J , by the definition of H H wer k s r k s r k
get
HÃ Ãw g H H « w g Ker V H , J .  .r k r k s
Ã« J Y U t w ª 0 when t ª ` 5.3 .  .  .s t k
Ã  .for every s ) 0. Further on we denote w s U t w.t k
1yr <  . <.PROPOSITION 5.1. If r ) 0, then | t = p D w ª 0 when t ªw r ; `w j k t
`.
1yr  <  . <. .Proof. It suffices to show lim sup J t = p D w , w s 0 andt ª` r j t t
 .  .  .since 3.3 allows us to introduce an additional energy cut-off h D , 5.2
< <allows us to introduce an additional cut-off x F ct with c ) 0, and
 .  .5.3 allows us to introduce an additional cut-off J Y , it suffices to shows t
lim sup M t9, t9 w , w s 0, 5.4 .  . .0 t 9 t 9
t9ª`
with
U 1yrM t , t9 s J Y G J t9 = p D G J Y , .  .  .  . .0 s t t r j k t s t
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where G is as in Section 4. We begin by noting thatt
Ã' M g G H such that M G 0 and "D M t , t9 . . Ãk H  t . 0k
F M t holds for 1 F t9 F t . 5.5 .  .
 .  . .Indeed, calculating D M t, t9 s M q M q M t, t9 withÃH  t . 0 1 2 3k
M t , t9 s i V t , x q x t q v y x t ? D , M t , t9 , 5.6 .  .  .  .  . . Ç .1 k k 0k
U 1yrM t , t9 s 2 J Y G J t9 = p D G D J Y q hc, 5.7 .  .  .  .  . .2 s t t r j k t p D . s tk
U 1yrM t , t9 s 2 J Y G J t9 = p D D G J Y q hc, 5.8 .  .  .  .  . . .3 s t t r j k p D . t s tk
we can see that there is a constant C ) 0 such that for 1 F t9 F t we have
y1y«M t , t9 F C F t q t , 5.9 .  .  . .1
h y1y« 0 ` x w0"M t , t9 F CM t q Ct with J g C 0; ` , 5.10 .  .  . .2 r , J s 0s
"M t , t9 F C Mh , k t q Cty1y« .  .Ä3 j , J0
1FjFd
Ä `  4with J g C B 0; r _ 0 , 5.11 .  . .0 0 0
 .  .  .that is, 5.5 follows from the fact that the right-hand sides of 5.9 ] 5.11
Ã .belong to G H due to Theorems 3.1 and 4.1. Sincek
M t9, t9 w , w y M t0 , t9 w , w .  . .  .0 t 9 t 9 0 t 0 t 0
t0
s y dt D M t , t9 w , w , 5.12 .  . .ÃH H  t . 0 t tk
t9
 .using 5.5 we may estimate
M t9, t9 w , w F lim inf M t0 , t9 w , w .  . .  .0 t 9 t 9 0 t 0 t 0
t0 ª`
`
q dt M t w , w . 5.13 .  . .H t t
t9
 .Since the last term on the right-hand side of 5.13 goes to zero when
Ãw  .x  .t9 ª ` due to M g G H , to complete the proof of 5.4 , it remains tok
 .show that the first term on the right-hand side of 5.13 equals zero for
every t9 G 1 fixed. Introducing
< < < <x x
1yr 1yrÄM t , t9 s J 4 t9 M t , t9 J 4 t9 , 5.14 .  .  .0 r 0 r /  /t t
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 .we note that 5.2 implies
ÄL s lim inf M t , t9 w , w s lim inf M t , t9 w , w . 5.15 .  .  . .  .0 t t 0 t t
tª` tª`
1yr 1yr .  < <.  .  < <.Introducing J ¨ s J 4 t9 ¨ , g ¨ s J t9 ¨ , and s - 0 suffi-0 r r j
ciently negative, we have supp J l supp g s B and, due to Theorem 3.6,0
1
s y1y«Ä ÃM t , t9 F CM t q Ct g G H t . 5.16 .  .  .  . .0 g , J k0t
 .We complete the proof noting that 5.16 implies L s 0. Indeed, if L ) 0
  . .  .and t G t , then the function t ª M t, t9 w , w rt G Lr 2 t does not0 0 t t
1w w .belong to L t ; ` ; dt .0
To complete the proof of w s 0, it remains to prove
1yr  ..PROPOSITION 5.2. If r ) 0, then | t = p D w ª 0 when t ªwyr , r x j k t
`.
1yr  <  . <. .Proof. It suffices to show lim sup J t = p D w , w s 0 andt ª` r j t t
 .  .  .since 3.3 , 5.2 , and 5.3 allow us to introduce suitable cut-offs, it suffices
to show
lim lim sup M t , t9 w , w s 0, 5.17 .  . .0 t t
t9ª` tª`
with
"x "xj jU 1yrM t , t9 s J G J t = p D G J , .  . .0 s t r j k t sr 1yr r 1yr /  /t t9 t t9
with G as before and where a statement with " means that it holds witht
" replaced everywhere by q and it holds with " replaced everywhere by
y. Next we assume s ) 4 r and show
Ã' M g G H such that M G 0 and D M t , t9 . . Ãk H  t . 0k
F M t holds for 1 F t9 F t . 5.18 .  .
 .  . .Indeed, D M t, t9 s M q M q M q M t, t9 with M given as inÃH  t . 0 1 2 3 4 1k
 .5.6 and
"x j U 1yrM t , t9 s 2 J G J t = p D .  . .2 s t r j kr 1yr /t t9
"x j
= G D J q hc, 5.19 .t p D . s r 1yrk  /t t9
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"x j U 1yrM t , t9 s 2 J G J t = p D .  . .3 s t r j kr 1yr /t t9
"x j
= D G J q hc, 5.20 . .p D . t s r 1yrk  /t t9
"x dj U 1yrM t , t9 s J G J t = p D .  . .4 s t r j kr 1yr  / / dtt t9
=
"x j
G J . 5.21 .t s r 1yr /t t9
 .  .  .Then clearly 5.9 and 5.11 still hold and M t, t9 F 0 because4
d
X 1yrJ F 0 « J t = p D . .r r j kdt
Xyr 1yrs 1 y r t = p D J t = p D F 0. .  .  . .j k r j k
Moreover, calculating
2 "x jXU 1yrM t , t9 s G G A J t = p D q A J J .  . .2 t t 1 r j k 2 s s r 1yr / /t t t9
q O ty1y« , 5.22 .  .
with
"x "xj jXA s r s y J J ,1 s sr 1yr r 1yr /  /t t9 t t9
1yrt
1yrA s J t = p D " = p D y r s , .  . .2 r j k j k1yr /t9
X .we can see that A F 0 and A F 0 because s ) 4 r ) 2 rrr and J G 0 .1 2 s
 .  . y1y«Hence, using A.1 , we get M t, t9 F Ct for 1 F t9 F t, which com-2
 .pletes the proof of 5.18 . Then writing
M t0 , t9 w , w y M t9, t9 w , w .  . .  .0 t 0 t 0 0 t 9 t 9
t0
s dt D M t , t9 w , w 5.23 .  . .ÃH H  t . 0 t tk
t9
 .and using 5.18 , we get
lim sup M t0 , t9 w , w . .0 t 0 t 0
t0 ª`
`
F M t9, t9 w , w q dt M t w , w . 5.24 .  .  . .  .H0 t 9 t 9 t t
t9
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 .  .Since M t9, t9 contains a cut-off J "x rt9 , it is clear that the first term0 s j
 .on the right-hand side of 5.24 converges to 0 when t9 ª `. We complete
Ã .  .the proof of 5.17 noting that M g G H guarantees the convergence tok
 .zero of the last term of 5.24 when t9 ª `.
APPENDIX
w xWe recall that due to Lemma A.2 of 21 there exists a constant C
 .independent of the operators A and B such that
1r41r21r45 5 w x w xA G 0, B G 0 « AB q hc G yC B A , B A , A , B ,
A.1 .
1r41r21r45 5 < < 5 5 w x w xAB q hc F B A q 2C B A , B A , A , B . A.2 .
Ä w xIf A, A are self-adjoint, then Lemma A.5 of 21 states
Ä ÄBf A y f A B F C f BA y AB .  . .
1 Ã 1where C f s f 9 A.3 .  . .L R2p
and w denotes the Fourier transform of w. Moreover,Ã
kk kad B F C f ad B , A.4 .  .f  A. A
where
0 1 w xad B s I , ad B s ad B s A , B ,A A A
nq1 n nad B s ad ad B s A , ad B .A A A A
 .  .Indeed, A.4 follows by induction and by using A.3 in
kk kad ad B F C f ad ad B .f  A. f  A. A f  A.
k kq1k ks C f ad ad B F C f ad ad B . .  .f  A. A A A
` Ä .Let h g C R , let A, A be bounded from below, and let C be large0 0
` .  .  .y1 .enough. Since there exists f g C R such that f l s h l q C for0 0
Ä  .l belonging to the spectrum of A and A, using the estimate A.3 with
y1 Ä y1 Ä .  .A q C , A q C instead of A, A, we get0 0
y1y1Ä Ä Äh A B y Bh A F C f A q C AB y BA A q C . .  .  . .  .  .0 0
A.5 .
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 .For a system of commuting self-adjoint operators A s A , . . . , A , we1 d
may use
yd il?AÃf A s 2p dl f l e , A.6 .  .  .  .H
 . dwith l ? A s l A q ??? ql A for l s l , . . . , l g R , and the stan-1 1 d d 1 d
w x w x w x wdard reasoning described, for example, in 1 , 14 , 19, Lemma 2.1 , or 20,
xLemma A.1 , gives
f a . A .
aBf A s ad B q R .  A na !< <a Fn
$
a . a1 dwith R F f ad B , A.7 . .L Rn A
< <a snq1
where
ada B s ada1 . . . adad B . . . for a s a , . . . , a g Nd . . . .A A A 1 d1 d
a  . y< a < a . . n  d.In particular, ad J x s i J x and for J, h g S R we getD
J x h D s h a . D J a . x iy< a <ra ! .  .  .  .
< <a Fny1
a . a . ` d` d  .q O max h J A.8L R  . .L R /
< <nF a Fn9
 .if n, n9 are chosen large enough e.g., n G n , n9 ) n q d .
Assume now that for every t g R we have a system of commuting
 .   .  ..self-adjoint operators A t s A t , . . . , A t . Using the integral repre-1 d
 . w xsentation from the proof of A.3 given in the Appendix of 21 , it is easy to
 w x.check cf., e.g., Lemma 2.8 of 19 that formally
d $ 1ydf A t s 2p dl = f l ds .  .  . . H Hjdt 01FjFd
=exp i 1 y s lA t AX t exp slA t , A.9 .  .  .  .  . .  .j
 .  .and using Taylor expansions in A.9 similarly as in the proof of A.7 , we
get
d =f a . A t . .




a . a1 dR t F =f ad A9 t . .  . .L Rn At .
< <a sn
 .  .  .  .  .Taking A t s t t =p D q 1 y t x, we get A9 t s t =p D y x and
a  . a . . < <  .ad A9 t s yt =p D for a s 1. Hence, writing A.8 with n G mAt .
and choosing n9 large enough, we have
d1
f t =p D y f x s dt f A t s B ? t =p D y x q R , .  .  .  . .  .  .H t tdt0
A.11 .
with
my 2 a .
` d` d5 5  :B s O =f , R s O t D max f . .  .L RL R .t t  /
< <2F a Fn9
` . ` .  .Consider now f g C R such that f 0 g C R . Using A.7 with n s 1,0
 . 5 5  . 5 2 5one may write ad B s f 9 A ad B q R with R F C f 9 ad B andf  A. A A
5  . 5 5 5 ` 5 5f 9 A ad B F f 9 ad B . Therefore,L R .A A
kk n
`ad B F C f 9 q f 9 max ad B A.12 .  . . .L Rf  A. A
kFnF2 k
holds for k s 1, and applying the reasoning by induction similar to the
 .  .proof of A.4 , it is easy to see that A.12 holds for every k G 1.
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